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1. PURPOSE:  To provide a generic optical layout for guidance and focus subsystem.

2. METHOD:
The current concept of this subsystem assumes functional and physical split of guidance and
focus. Therefore there will be one channel for guidance and two channels for focus.
The split method will be amplitude division.
The purpose of this optical system is :

- to form image of 15” any square of the telescope focal plane at the guidance detector
plane

- to transfer the energy from focal plane to “focus” detectors
As the requirement is to provide guidance and focus capability at as many as 4 interfaces, the
current concept is to reduce the amount of detectors by combining the signals from 4 interfaces
by means of imaging fiber bundles (also known as coherent fiber bundles, notice that those fiber
bundles don’t maintain a phase).

3. RESULTS:
The guidance&focus probe will be an arm equipped with a pick off mirror. The pick off mirror end
will have access to any point at the guidance and science field of view.
The pick off mirror should be as close as possible to the telescope focal plane to minimize
vignetting the light at the science field of view, therefore it is not feasible to split the light into 3
channels right behind the pick off mirror thus an optical relay system will be used.
An amplitude division will be applied behind the relay system, the ratio will be 50/50%.
An appropriate(the mag. ratio will be chosen to optimize guidance capabilities ) lens will be used
to focus the light in a channel on an imaging fiber. The guidance will be performed by means of
focused image.
In the other channel the next amplitude division will be applied, the ratio will be again 50/50%.
Two appropriate(the image space numerical aperture will be chosen to optimize focus
capabilities ) lenses will be used to illuminate two fibers or imaging fiber bundles. See the figure
1 for generic layout and figure 2 for SALTICAM interface example2.

4. CONCLUSION:
The decision is still not taken whether single fiber or fiber bundles will be used in focus
channels, the applicability of the method using single fiber described in reference1 is subject to
further analysis. The positive evaluation of the method will have impact on detector choice,
single point one like avalanche photodiode would be a very convenient solution. Then from
detector point of view the system would consist of 1 CCD for guidance and 2  avalanche
photodiodes for all of our interfaces.
If the readout time driven by guidance requirements is not too fast for focusing purpose then we
will use only one CCD. If it is too fast we will have to use 2 different CCD.
To keep the cost at the low level off-the-shelf optical components are investigated.
There are two directions in the search:
-classical optics (for instance microscope objectives)
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-grin optics (endoscopes)
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Figure 1Generic optical layout
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Figure 2 Gudance&Focus at SALTICAM


